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Message from the chairs

The Workshop on Data Management for Science (DMS) is a joint workshop consisting

of the two workshops Data Management for Life Sciences (DMforLS) and Big Data in

Science (BigDS). BigDS focuses on addressing big data challenges in various scientific

disciplines. In this context, DMforLS focuses especially on life sciences. In the following,

we give short excerpts of the call for papers of both workshops:

Data Management for Life Sciences In life sciences, scientists collect an increasing

amount of data that must be stored, integrated, processed, and analyzed efficiently to

make effective use of them. Thereby, not only the huge volume of available data raises

challenges regarding storage space and analysis throughput, but also data quality issues,

incomplete semantic annotation, long term preservation, data access, and compliance is-

sues, such as data provenance, make it hard to handle life science data. To address these

challenges, advanced data management techniques and standards are required. Otherwise,

the use of life science data will be limited. Thereby, one question is whether general pur-

pose techniques and methods for data management are suitable for life science use cases

or specialized solutions tailored to life science applications must be developed.

Big Data in Science The volume and diversity of available data has dramatically in-

creased in almost all scientific disciplines over the last decade, e.g. in meteorology, ge-

nomics, complex physics simulations and biological and environmental research. This

development is due to great advances in data acquisition (e.g. improvements in remote

sensing) and data accessibility. On the one hand, the availability of such data masses leads

to a rethinking in scientific disciplines on how to extract useful information and on how

to foster research. On the other hand, researchers feel lost in the data masses because ap-

propriate data management tools have been not available so far. However, this is starting

to change with the recent development of big data technologies that seem to be not only

useful in business, but also offer great opportunities in science.
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The joint workshop DMS brings together database researchers with scientists from vari-

ous disciplines especially life sciences to discuss current findings, challenges, and oppor-

tunities of applying data management techniques and methods in data-intensive sciences.

The joint workshop is held for the first time in conjunction with the 16th Conference on

Database Systems, Technology, and Web (BTW 2015) at the University of Hamburg on

March 03, 2015.

The contributions were reviewed by three to four members of the respective program com-

mittee. Based on the reviews, we selected eight contributions for presentation at the joint

workshop. We assigned each contribution to one of three different sessions covering dif-

ferent main topics.

The first session comprises contributions related to information retrieval. The contribution

Ontology-based retrieval of scientific data in LIFE by Uciteli and Kirsten presents an

approach that utilizes ontologies to facilitate query formulation. Colmsee et al. make

also use of ontologies, but use them for improving search results. In Improving search

results in life science by recommendations based on semantic information, they describe

and evaluate their approach that uses document similarities based on semantic information.

To improve performance of sampling analyses using MapReduce, Schäfer et al. present

an incremental approach. In Sampling with incremental MapReduce, the authors describe

a way to limit data processing to updated data.

In the next session, we consolidate contributions dealing with data provenance. In his

position paper METIS in PArADISE, Heuer examines the importance of data provenance

in the evaluation of sensor data, especially in assistance systems. In their contribution

Extracting reproducible simulation studies from model repositories using the COMBINE

archive toolkit, Scharm and Waltemath deal with reproducible simulation studies.

The last session covers the topic data analysis. In Genome sequence analysis with Mon-

etDB: a case study on Ebola virus diversity, Cijvat et al. present a case study on genome

analysis using a relational main-memory database system as platform. In RightInsight:

Open source architecture for data science, Bulut presents an approach based on Apache

Spark to conduct general data analyses. In contrast, Authmann et al. focus on challenges in

spatial applications and suggest an architecture to address them in their paper Rethinking

spatial processing in data-intensive science.

We are deeply grateful to everyone who made this workshop possible – the authors, the

reviewers, the BTW team, and all participants.
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